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    ABSTRACT  

 

Data mining is the process of extraction of useful knowledge from a large data sources in 

order to process the desired result. As we know that it is very important for each and every user 

to process complex tasks manually, we require a new technique to sort out the desired results 

automatically by applying various mining tools. Till now the data mining techniques are very 

efficient in extracting the knowledge from various fields like shopping, diseases, sales, and 

purchase, medical and so on. But there are no proper techniques to provide integrity and extract 

the use full information from the cloud servers.  Now a day’s cloud computing is one of the 

fascinating domain which is used by almost all MNC and IT companies. It is the practice of 

using a large number of systems connected all together for remote servers hosted on internet to 

store, access, retrieve data from remote machines not from local machines. As the cloud server 

can be accessed by many people at a time who have access privilege to access or store the data, 

there is no privacy for the data which is stored in the cloud. This limitation mainly leads to a 

serious effect of loosing data integrity in some situations. So in this paper, we propose a novel 

shared authority based privacy-preserving authentication protocol (NSAPA) to address above 

privacy issue for cloud storage. In the NSAPA, 1) Initially the data which is stored in the cloud 

should have an anonymous shared access authority i.e the following are the security and privacy 

considerations (e.g., authentication, data anonymity, user privacy, and forward security); 2) the 

shared anonymous attribute based access control is mainly used in this paper to realize that the 

user can only access its own data fields not any others within the group 3) Third step of this 

proposed NSAPA is proxy re-encryption is applied by the cloud server to provide data sharing 

among the multiple users by encrypting the data. Here in this paper the data which is stored by 

the cloud owner have the privileges to apply K-Anonymous to some of the fields that are 

available in the data records. This record can be originally viewed by the data owner and the 

same can be viewed in original format by the user who has granted the access policy by data 

owner. The users who don’t have authorization from the admin always view the data in the form 

of anonymous and in turn in an encrypted manner.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

  Data mining is the process of extracting useful or structured information from a raw or 

un-structured data. Generally this is used mainly in performing operations like insurance sector, 

bank and retail sector, hospital for identifying diseases, shopping malls to calculate the priority 

of items that were sold. Data mining is the evaluation connected with info regarding interactions 

who have not necessarily previously recently been found. One example is, the actual gross sales 

documents for the distinct model of tennis racket may possibly, in case adequately reviewed as 

well as linked to different industry info, show the temporary.  

 

 
 

Figure. 1. Represents the Architecture Flow of a Data Mining and Knowledge Extraction 

 

From the figure 1, we can clearly find out that mining is a small portion in the whole 

process of knowledge discovery.Initailly the data set will be pre-processed and cleaned in order 

to reduce the redundant items or ir-relevant items that are available in the data sets, once the data 
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set is cleaned and pre-processed then we can able to send for the next process like classification 

and in turn for clustering and rule mining by using various data mining algorithms. 

 

As we all know that in the current days, there was a lot of user’s attention towards the 

cloud data storage as well as retrieving of data from the cloud server. As the data is been 

increasing day by day almost all the companies are unable to store their valuable data on their 

own individual devices, so in this situation they opt for a new data storage area known as Cloud 

Data Storage [1], [2]. Generally cloud service providers allow the users to access their services 

for a low economical and ascendable marginal cost compared with primitive data storage 

services. Generally the data which is stored in the cloud server is mainly used for sharing within 

the users of same group or between the users of different group with a valid authentication. Some 

of the best cloud data storage services are as follows: Google Drive, DriveHq Server, DropBox 

and ICloud. As these all are the best among various types of cloud service providers in which the 

data can be stored either in public cloud or private cloud, sometimes can be stored in both 

combine known as Hybrid Cloud which is clearly shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.Represents the Various Cloud Service Providers 

 

As we know that cloud provides a facility for all small and large companies to store, 

retrieve and access the data on remote servers hosted through internet not from the local 

machines. All the data which is stored on the cloud is stored in the form of plain text not in a 

encrypted manner so there is no sort of any security for the data which is stored in the cloud. Due 

to this main limitation there is a chance of getting the data damage due to the sudden failure or 

problem that occurs in hardware, OS or any other software failures. This failure leads to the 

problem of damage of original content which is present in the cloud server. So in this paper we 

mainly concentrate on providing data integrity for the cloud data [6].Therefore, the integrity of 
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cloud information ought to be verified thoroughly before any information utilization, like search 

or computation over cloud information [6]. 

  

 
 

Figure 3. Represents the procedure to provide the Data Integrity in the Cloud Server 

 

From the figure 3, we can clearly find out the data integrity in the cloud as follows: 

Initially the data owner will encrypt the data which is to be stored on the cloud server and then 

he issues random keys for the users who reside in their cloud area. Now the data users try to 

access the files either with valid keys and some users try to access the data illegally by applying 

fuzzy search request. From figure 1, we can clearly tell that the user who has a valid 

authentication and access privilege can only access the data file which is stored in the cloud, but 

the data users who try to access the cloud data with fuzzy search request cant able to retrieve the 

data request. 
 

II. BACKGROUND   KNOWLEDGE 

 

In this section we will find the background work that was analyzed and studied in order 

to implement this current paper. This section will describe the work that is related to 

anonymization of valuable data. 

 

About Data Anonymization  

 
Anonymization is defined as one of the privacy preserving techniques that are used 

mainly to manipulate the original information, and thus making the original data to identify as 

difficult to anybody except the owners. It is different from that of data encryption. 
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Anonymization of data removes identifying the main and important attributes like names, 

Account details, Type of file, Date and Time or social security numbers from the database.  

 

For example, if we apply data anonymization on the school data, this should delete 

student ID and  

If the same anonymization is applied on a Bank, then we will remove account number. 

If the same applied on a Govt company then the time and date of file which is uploaded 

and so on. 

 

 Generally the anonymization technique has 3 primary goals :  

 

1) First goal is to protect identities of specific user from being leaked  

2) To protect the identities of internal user being revealed to others. 

3) Final goal is to protect the security practices or Inner security principles of any 

organization to be revealed for others. 

 

Till now there was a lot of  anonymization techniques developed in order to achieve these 3 

primary goals [3], [4]. The data which is stored in the database is called as microdata and it is 

stored in the form of tables.Each and every table has a set of records which hold the complete 

information about that individual user record. 

 

Some of the best categories of table records are as follows: 

 

• Explicit identifiers  

• Quasi identifiers  

• Sensitive identifiers.  

 

Now we can look at each category in detail, they are as follows: 

 

Explicit identifier is one of the main attributes available in the table, which is mainly used 

to identify an individual. 

 

For eg : Name, social security number etc.  

 

Quasi identifier is another type of attributes which can be linked with other information 

to identify an individual from population.  

 

For e.g.: gender, birth-date, zip code, diagnosis, etc.  

 

And sensitive identifier is the main attribute which contains a sensitive value. Here the 

value of the attribute is not discovered to any individual. Experts have developed different 

anonymization techniques, varying in their cost, complexity, ease of use, and robustness.  

 

Example: Bank Balance, Profit or Loss, Patient Disease, Type of file and Content of File 

stored in the database. 
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For achieving the data anonymization, we have found a new technique like suppression 

which is very common method for anonymization. It is performed by deleting or omitting the 

data entirely. For example, an administrator in hospital tracking prescriptions will suppress 

patient’s names before sharing data. In order to protect the sensitive values, Generalization [4] 

techniques can also be used. This technique replaces quasi identifier attributes with less specific 

values. It divides the tuples into quasi identifier groups (QI groups), and generalize values in 

every group to uniform format. For example, the data in microdata table is generalized using 

KAnonymization technique. To effectively limit information disclosure, it is necessary to 

measure the disclosure risk of anonymized table. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Represents the secure data computation of cloud data by using Data 

Anonymization 

 

From the figure 4, we can able to find out the secure data computation of cloud can be 

achieved clearly by data anonymization. If we view at figure 3, we can find the first table as the 
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original data with two fields like company name and Revenue generated by the company per 

annum.So if the table is stored in the cloud in the same manner then there will be no security for 

the data which can be viewed by almost all users who have an account in the same cloud. 

 

So in order to provide security for the original data we have introduced a secure enclave 

in between the data storage in the cloud. This secure enclave takes two fields like Company 

name as first column name and new name as second column where the secure enclave will 

replace the original company name with new name which is specified by the secure enclave in 

order to mislead the un-authorized users. 

 

The third table now formed in the figure 4, represents the computing cloud with two 

columns like company name as one column and revenue as another column. Here the data which 

is represented in this tables will be inserted by replacing the original company name with that of 

company name from secure enclave and the revenue is represented as same in the column 2.Here 

the data which is viewed by the un authorize users will think that revenue of BOB company is 

100 USD, rather than he don’t know that it is the original revenue of Company A. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Represents the secure data Association of cloud data in order to achieve 

Data Privacy 
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As an example we have considered another example from figure 5, where from the          

figure 5 we can find 2 tables which is representing a common data of a patient and his related 

drug taken by that patient. Here in these two individual tables we find two primary key as CID 

and DID…Where the two identities act like a primary keys in both the tables. Now in this paper 

we have implemented a new association on the cloud data by applying some association rules 

over the first table and second table and deriving a new table which has only 2 fields like CID 

and DID..In which the each and every CID is related with related DID, so that this table willnt 

reveal any other personal information of patient except the association. 

 

 

III. A NOVEL SHARED AUTHORITY BASED PRIVACY PRESERVING 
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 

 
In this section, we mainly describe the proposed novel shared authority based for  privacy 

preserving authentication protocol [7]-[9] in order to provide privacy and security for the shared 

data in the cloud. 

 

A) Main Motivation 

 
The cloud storage system includes a cloud server S, and users {Ux} (x = {1….m}, m € 

N*). Thereinto, Ua and Ub are two users, which have independent access authorities on their 

own data fields. It means that a user has an access permission for particular data fields stored by 

S, and the user cannot exceed its authority access to obtain other users’ data fields. Here, we 

consider S and {Ua, Ub} to present the protocol phases for data access control and access 

authority sharing with enhanced privacy considerations. The main notations are introduced in 

TABLE 1. 
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The proposed algorithm has three major components like Ua ,S and Ub.Where Ua and Ub 

are two cloud users and S is cloud server. So now if we want to apply our proposed algorithm on 

this data. This is represented as follows: 

 
 

B) Sender (Ua) and Receiver (Ub) Access Challenges and S’s Access Response  

 
Initially the source and destination {Ua, Ub} respectively generate the session identifiers 

{sidUa , sidUb}, extract the identity tokens {TUa , TUb }, and transmits {sidUa||TUa, sidUb ||TUa 

} to S as an access query to initiate a new session. Accordingly, we take the interactions of Ua 

and S as an example to introduce the following authentication phase. Upon receiving senders  

challenge, S first generates a session identifier for that source node  sidSa , and establishes the 

master public key mpk = (gi , h ,hi ,BG , e(g , h) ,H) and master privacy key msk = (α ,g). 

Thereinto, S randomly chooses α € Zq, and computes gi = gα
i 
and hi = hα

i−1 
(i = {1,…., n} € Z*). 

S randomly chooses σ €{0; 1}*, and extracts Ua’s access authority policy PUa = [pij ]n×m (pij € 

{0; 1}), and Ua are assigned with the access authority on its own data fields DUa within PUa ’s 

permission. S further defines a polynomial FSa (x , PUa ) according to PUa and TUa [10]-[11]. 

 

 
 

S  computes a set of values {MSa0, MSa1, {MSa2i}, MSa3, MSa4} to establish the cipher text 

CSa = {MSa1 , {MSa2i};MSa3;MSa4}, and transmits sidSa || CSa to Ua. 

 

Similarly, Ub performs the corresponding operations, including that Ub extracts AUb , 

and determines {LUb ,FUb (x , LUb ), fUbi}. Ub further randomly chooses β′ € Zq, and computes 

the values {NUb1, NUb2, NUb3, σ′ℓ, MℓUb } to derive its own data fields DUb . Ub also extracts its 

pseudonym PIDUb and an access request RUa
Ub

 to establish a cipher text CUb with the elements 

{MUb0;MUb1;MUb2;MUb3}. 
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C) { Ua, Ub}’s Access Request Matching and Data Access Authority Sharing 

 
Upon receiving the cipher texts {CUa , CUb } within an allowable time interval, and S 

extracts { PIDUa , PIDUb } to derive the access requests {Rub 
Ua

 , RUa 
Ub

}. 

 

RUb
Ua 

= H (sidSa || PIDUa )  ±  MUa0; 

 

RUa 
Ub 

= H(sidSb || PIDUb ) ±   MUb0: 

 

S checks whether { RUb
Ua

 , RUa 
Ub

 } satisfy F(RUb
Ua  

(RUa 
Ub 

)
T
 ) = F(2) = Cont.  

 

If it holds, S will learn that both Ua and Ub have the access desires to access each other’s 

authorized data, and to share its authorized data fields with each other. S extracts the keys {skS, 

pkUa , pkUb} to establish the aggregated keys {kS, kΣ0 } by the Diffie- Hellman key agreement, 

and computes the available re-encryption key kUθ for Uθ (θ €  {a; b}).  

 

Along with the above techniques, the NSAPA adopts integrative approaches to address 

some of the secure authority sharing in cloud applications. Now let us look at them in detail. 

 

i) Authentication Approach 

The cipher text-policy attribute based access control and bilinear pairings are introduced for 

identification between Uθ and S, and only the legal user can derive the cipher texts. Additionally, 

Uθ checks the re-computed cipher texts according to the proxy re-encryption, which realizes 

flexible data sharing instead of publishing the interactive users’ secret keys. 

 

ii) Data Anonymity Approach 

The pseudonym PIDUθ  are hidden by the hash function so that other entities cannot derives 

the real values by inverse operations. Meanwhile, Uθ~’s temp authorized fields DUθ ~ is 

encrypted by kΣθ for anonymous data transmission. Hence, an adversary cannot recognize the 

data, even if the adversary intercepts the transmitted data, it will not decode the full-fledged 

cryptographic algorithms. 

 

iii) User Privacy Approach :  
The access request pointer (e.g., RUb

Ua
) is wrapped along with H(sidSa || PIDUa )  for 

privately informing S about Uθ’s access desires. Only if both users are interested in each other’s 

data fields, S will establish the re-encryption key kUθ to realize authority sharing between Ua and 

Ub. Otherwise, S will temporarily reserve the desired access requests for a certain period of time, 

and cannot accurately determine which user is actively interested in the other user’s data fields. 

 

iv) Forward Security Approach 
 

The dual session identifiers {sidSθ ,sidU θ } and pseudorandom numbers are introduced as 

session variational operators to ensure the communications dynamic. An adversary regards the 

prior session as random even if {S, Uθ} get corrupted. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Implementation is the stage where theoretical design is converted into programmatically 

way. Generally in the implementation stage we will divide the application into number of 

modules in order to make the application develop very easily. We have implemented the 

proposed concept on Java Platform in order to show the performance this proposed algorithm 

based on applying data anonymization over cloud data storage. 

 
INPUT FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

In this paper we implemented the current algorithm on medical data which is very 

sensitive information and that shouldn’t be reveal for all the users who don’t have access 

permission. For this we have taken live cloud as back end “BOX.com” as back end for storing 

these medical related details as well as patient details including his disease and treatment 

individually. Here the main concept is applying the anonymization for each and every patient 

record based on K-Anonymous principle; this will in turn leads to high level of data integrity. 

 

SAMPLE SCREEN REPRESENTS THE DATA IS ANONYMOUS FOR 

THE END USERS 
 

 
 

From the above window we can clearly represent that all the record which is inserted in 

the data base is represented in the form of encrypted manner (I.e. Non Understandable 

manner).In the above record each and every field is encrypted including patient name, doctor 

name, doctor id, medicine prescribed as well as disease name. 
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SAMPLE SCREEN REPRESENTS THE DATA IS UPLOADED ON 

LIVE CLOUD SERVER (I.e BOX) 
 

 
 

The above window clearly represents that the record is inserted successfully into the live 

cloud server I.e BOX..Once the record is inserted regarding the patient like patient 

details,disease name,symptoms,medicine prescribed and stage wise treatment.All these records 

are inserted in the form of a ms-excel file into the live cloud server.If an user who try download 

that file from live cloud server without having enough priveleges,he will find that file as 

anonymous,this is clearly represented in below figure. 
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SAMPLE SCREEN REPRESENTS THAT DATA IS IN ENCRYPTED 

MANNER IN THE EXCEL FILE 
 

 
 

From the above window we can clearly get an idea that excel file is in encrypted manner 

where all the records are stored in the form of encrypted manner.So this will clearly justify that 

proposed technique is based on anonymous principle.The user who has the total access only can 

get the file in plain manner and others cant be access this file directly. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have identified a new privacy challenge during data accessing in the 

cloud computing to achieve privacy-preserving access authority sharing. Along with this 

principle we have also introduced authentication in order to guarantee data confidentiality and 

data integrity. Also as a major part of security in the cloud storage and accessing we have 

integrated a new data mining security primitive called as data anonymity, which is used to wrap 

the original values with duplicate values during data transmission and retrieval.By applying this 

the un-authorized users fails to achieve the original data and they will be identified only 

anonymous data values only. Also in the same paper we have used a new security approach like 

forward security, which is realized by the session identifiers to prevent the session correlation. It 

indicates that the proposed scheme is possibly applied for enhanced privacy preservation in 

cloud applications. 
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